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computed column to sql server date field in a table based on another column in the same table I
have a small need where I need to add a calculated column to a table based on a field. In my db

table, the 'DateIn' is a DateTime filed. I need to add a column to it based on another table that has a
field 'BarCode' that is always and only going to have a one or two digit value. For example, the date
is '3/29/19' but the BarCode is 02. The BarCode will always be a two digit number and the value of

that BarCode always changes on some random basis (and is always a two digit number). In the
Column I want to add, the BarCode needs to be a look up value. So, if it is 02, the column will be

equal to 10% of the 'DateIn' field. If it is 06, the column will be 20% of DateIn, and so on. Any help is
very much appreciated. A: This code should help. It declares a function calculatePercentage that
accepts two parameters Date and BarCode. I use CAST(CAST(BarCode as VARCHAR(2)) + '%' as

DECIMAL(8, 2)) as the BarCode value, but you can use whatever. create function
calculatePercentage( @Date datetime, @BarCode varchar(2) ) returns decimal as begin return

CAST(CAST(@BarCode + '%' as varchar(2)) as decimal(8,2)); end And then use it select *,
calculatePercentage(DateIn, BarCode) as NewColumn from Table Option 2 You may want to consider

using an actual DateTime column instead of a Date type. You would have to construct the date
dynamically. create function calculatePercentage( @Date datetime, @BarCode varchar(2) ) returns
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September 26, 2012 and... So Much Stuff. I am so behind! I have
NOTHING to show for the weekend. My only productive thing is a

new blouse that will wear tomorrow. It's a funeral shirt. I sew
because I love to make things. I can't help it. I've been knitting

and crocheting like crazy. I didn't bring the blog picture, so I'll use
this one. It's lovely, I just need to stop buying those from the thrift
store. That's the fun part about sewing clothes - you can use them
year after year! This is the button band that I crocheted. It came
out a little lopsided, and I can't tell which seam to unravel, so I'll
have to make something else out of it. Still, I am pleased. This is

an EZNAUTS top I got from the thrift store for a buck. It's hideous,
but it was hard to pass up. On the other hand, I will live in a tee
shirt until I find a blouse that fits (at least I have a few that fit.)

These are the post-buttoned sleeves and front. I think I'll be
making these as tops, and maybe adding a collar. Here are some

more post-buttoned sleeves. My new version will have a ruffle
instead of raw edges on the collar, and probably a ruffle around
the bottom edge too. I haven't had a chance to blog about the
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coat that was made for me. It's still hanging there, waiting to be
tweaked. The trim on the hood is gone, and I'll add a bit more

pleating when I get a chance to do it. I had a terrible time working
on this coat. I struggled over the fabric choice. I ended up with
both gray and brown fabric from the same leaf pile. I love the

pattern, but I'm never sure how I feel about nubby fabrics. In the
end, I used the gray in the hood and sleeves and the brown for
the body. I love the results, but I am not wild about the fabric

either.
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